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Abstract
The objective of this work is to present benefits and challenges of using robust topology optimization
techniques for minimizing the sound pressure in interior acoustic problems. The focus is on creating
designs which maintain high performance under uniform spatial variations. This work takes offset in
previous work considering topology optimization for interior acoustic problems, [1]. However in the
previous work the robustness of the designs was not considered.
We consider a 2D acoustic problem with hard wall boundaries in the frequency domain. The pressure
field is introduced by a source vibrating at a single frequency in the low to medium frequency regime.
The Helmholtz equation is discretized using quadrilateral first order finite elements. A design subdomain is defined where material may be placed to alter the reflections in the room. A continuous
design field is introduced and The Method of Moving Asymptotes (MMA) [2], is used to perform
the optimization. A smoothing filter is used for regularization and a projection step to obtain clean
designs combined with a continuation scheme to avoid stagnation during the optimization iterations,
[3]. A min/max formulation is used for robust optimization where each realization of the design field
is obtained by varying the projection level corresponding to an erosion/dilation of the design.
It is found that the designs quickly increase in complexity when increasing the source frequency. Even
for moderate frequencies the underlying design field varies rapidly without any apparent regularity.
This means that no predictable correlation between a variation of the projection level and a spatial
variation of the design exists. Consequently robust optimization using the min/max approach with
projection is not suitable unless a high number of realizations is used. A novel double filter approach
is suggested and we show that the problem of the rapidly varying design field can be eliminated by
applying this filter. Additionally we show that the problem to some extend can be removed by applying the well known penalization approach on the intermediate filtered design variables.
A comparison of the approaches is performed where designs which provide significant sound pressure
reduction are presented and their performance under spatial variation analyzed. Using both the
double filter and the penalization approach it is shown that designs obtained using standard topology
optimization are highly sensitive towards near uniform erosion and dilation. It is then shown that
designs optimized using the double filter and the robust approach maintain a significantly better
performance under spatial variations of identical magnitude. Finally the sensitivity of both sets of
designs towards perturbations in the source frequency is investigated.
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